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Abstract

Estimating the changes of epidemiological parameters, such as instantaneous reproduction

number, Rt, is important for understanding the transmission dynamics of infectious dis-

eases. Current estimates of time-varying epidemiological parameters often face problems

such as lagging observations, averaging inference, and improper quantification of uncertain-

ties. To address these problems, we propose a Bayesian data assimilation framework for

time-varying parameter estimation. Specifically, this framework is applied to estimate the

instantaneous reproduction number Rt during emerging epidemics, resulting in the state-of-

the-art ‘DARt’ system. With DARt, time misalignment caused by lagging observations is

tackled by incorporating observation delays into the joint inference of infections and Rt; the

drawback of averaging is overcome by instantaneously updating upon new observations

and developing a model selection mechanism that captures abrupt changes; the uncertainty

is quantified and reduced by employing Bayesian smoothing. We validate the performance

of DARt and demonstrate its power in describing the transmission dynamics of COVID-19.

The proposed approach provides a promising solution for making accurate and timely esti-

mation for transmission dynamics based on reported data.

Author summary

Monitoring the evolution of transmission dynamics is of great importance in response to

the COVID-19 pandemic. The transmission dynamics of infectious disease is described

by epidemiological models, but the model parameters may vary substantially due to differ-

ences in government intervention policies. Existing methods on estimating time-varying

epidemiological parameters face problems such as lagging observation, averaging
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inference, and unreliable uncertainty. To address these issues, we have proposed the

Bayesian data framework to provide a timely estimate with credibility interval. We have

developed the ‘DARt’ system to monitor the instantaneous reproduction number Rt from

daily COVID-19 reports. The accuracy and robustness of our system are validated in

numerical simulations and in retrospective analyses of real-world scenarios. Our system

provides the insights of impacts of different intervention polices and highlights the effec-

tiveness of undergoing mass vaccination.

Introduction

Epidemic modelling is important for understanding the transmission dynamics and respond-

ing to the emerging COVID-19 pandemic [1–8]. Since the pilot work by Kermack and McKen-

drick [9], various epidemic models with different governing equations have been developed to

describe the transmission dynamics of infectious diseases [10]. For common infection diseases

such as influenza, the epidemiological parameters are related to the nature of the virus and

treated as constants during the epidemic outbreak. These models are not applicable to the

emerging COVID-19 pandemic where extensive government control measures have been

implemented and continuously revised. Due to the impacts of control measures, the epidemio-

logical parameters (e.g., infection rates) linked to human behaviours could change substan-

tially. In particular, the instantaneous reproduction number Rt, defined as the expected

number of secondary cases occurring at time t, divided by the number of infected cases scaled

by their relative infectiousness, has drawn extensive attention [11]. Estimating such time-vary-

ing parameters from epidemiological observations (e.g., daily report of confirmed cases) is use-

ful for nowcasting transmission [12], for retrospectively assessing intervention impacts and for

developing vaccine strategies [6,13,14]. All the applications depend on a reliable system for

estimating the time-varying parameters with accuracy and timeliness. Imprecise estimation or

inappropriate interpretation could feed misinformation. Several systems [10,15–18] have been

proposed to estimate the time-varying epidemiological parameters in practice; however, this

remains a challenging task due to the following issues [19]:

a. Lagging observations. Given a mathematical model of transmission dynamics, to infer the

time-varying parameters, the number of infections should be the ideal observable data.

However, the actual infection number is often unknown and can only be inferred from

other epidemiological observations (e.g., the daily confirmed cases). Such observations are

lagging behind the infection events due to inevitable time delays between the infections of

individual patients and the detection of the cases (e.g., days for symptom onset [20]). Direct

parameter estimation based on lagging observations without adjusting for the time delay

results in the temporal inaccuracy of estimates [19,21]. To address this problem, a two-step

strategy, first estimating infections from epidemiological observations with a temporal

transformation followed by parameter estimation, has been commonly used in practice

[21]. The simple temporal shift of observations by the mean observation delay turns out

insufficient for the relatively long observation delay or the rapidly changing transmission

dynamics, which are seen in the COVID-19 pandemic [21]. Backward convolution method

(i.e., subtracting time delay, with a given distribution, from each observation time) leads to

an over-smooth reconstruction of the infection number and bias for parameter estimation

[10]. Deconvolution methods [22] through inversing the observation process are mathe-

matically more accurate but sensitive to the optimisation procedures (e.g., stopping crite-

rion) of the ill-posed inverse problem. In addition, the estimated result of infection number
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is often calculated as a point estimate, thereby overlooking the uncertainty from the obser-

vation process is neglected [23]. Taking an approach alternative to the two-step strategy, we

are investigating a new Bayesian method that could jointly estimate both infection number

and epidemiological parameters with uncertainty by explicitly parameterising the observa-

tion delay.

b. Averaging inference. There are two general paradigms to deal with the challenge of esti-

mating time-varying parameters: 1) reformulating the problem into an inference of static

or quasi-static parameters, so that various methods for static parameter estimation can be

used; 2) developing inference methods for explicit time-varying parameter estimation. For

the first approach, the time-varying parameter is usually parameterised with several static

parameters (e.g., the initial value and the exponential decay rate [17]). When adopting the

quasi-static method, it is assumed that such a slow evolution of the parameter that could be

treated as static within a short period. For example, Cori et al. [16] proposed a sliding-win-

dow method ‘EpiEstim’ using a segment of observations for the averaging inference of Rt,

assuming Rt remains the same within the sliding window. But this assumption does not

apply to the rapidly changing transmission dynamics, in which the window size affects the

accuracy. Best practices of selecting the sliding window are still under investigation [21].

Instead of adopting a local sliding window, Flaxman et al. [13] defined several periods

according to the dates of intervention measures, assuming a constant Rt within each period.

This approach requires additional information about the intervention timeline, which

could be inaccurate, and does not capture the abrupt change of Rt. In contrast to these win-

dow-based methods, data assimilation [24] is a window-free alternative approach that has

been less explored for parameter estimation in computational epidemiology. Applying

sequential Bayesian inference [25,26], data assimilation supports instantaneous updating of

model states upon the availability of new observation data. The Bayesian model selection

mechanism [27] can also be used for modelling the switching transmission dynamics under

interventions, thereby avoiding the drawback of averaging inference. Different from the

common compartment models [28–30] used in concurrent data assimilation studies of

COVID-19 modelling, we use the renewal process taking into account for the changing

infectiousness of the virus during the infection period. Moreover, we propose the Bayesian

smoothing scheme that allows the correction of historical estimates based on subsequent

observations.

c. Quantification of uncertainty. The credibility of parameter estimation is as important as

the estimate itself, especially for policymaking. The uncertainty comes from multiple

sources, including the intrinsic uncertainties of epidemic modelling, data observation and

inference processes. Firstly, the uncertainty of epidemiological models affects the final esti-

mates. For example, Rt estimation is found to be sensitive to the assumed distribution of

generation time intervals [21]. Secondly, the uncertainty, resulting from systematic errors

(e.g., weekend misreporting) and random errors (e.g., spike noise) in the observation pro-

cesses should be properly quantified. During the COVID-19 pandemic, for example, we

have seen different reporting standards and time delay across countries and regions, with

different levels of uncertainty. Thirdly, the uncertainty could be enlarged or smoothed in

the inference processes. For example, the use of a sliding window could smooth the parame-

ter estimation but may simultaneously miscalculate the uncertainty, due to the overfitting

within the sliding-window. To provide reliable credibility intervals (CrI) of parameter esti-

mates, the three aforementioned types of uncertainty should all be considered and reported

as part of the final estimates. A state-of-the-art package for Rt estimation, EpiEstim (Version

2) [31], allows users to account for the uncertainty from epidemiological parameters by
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resampling over a range of plausible values. However, the uncertainty from imperfect obser-

vations and the side effects associated with the sliding window cannot be processed by this

tool. Recently, ‘EpiNow’ [18] was proposed to integrate the uncertainty of observation pro-

cess, but the inference is still based on the sliding window. In this work, we deal with model

and data uncertainty in the data assimilation framework [24] with a Bayesian smoothing

mechanism to enable both the latest and historical observations to continuously integrate

into inference flow, thereby alleviating spurious variability of estimations.

In order to tackle these practical issues, we propose a comprehensive Bayesian data assimi-

lation system, for estimating time-varying epidemiological parameters together with their

uncertainty. In particular, we focus on the joint estimation of infection numbers and Rt as a

real-world application. Compared to the Bayesian approach for estimating the basic reproduc-

tion number R0 at the beginning stage of an epidemic break [32], the sequential updating

scheme is developed in our system. The evolution of the transmission dynamics is described

by a hierarchical transition process, which is informed by newly data formulated with explicit

observation delay. A model selection mechanism is built in the transition process to detect

abrupt changes under interventions.

Results

1. Bayesian data assimilation for epidemiological parameter estimation

We propose a Bayesian data assimilation approach, as illustrated in Fig 1, to estimate the time-

varying parameters based on epidemiological observations. This framework is applicable to

various epidemic models when the governing equations and observation functions are avail-

able. Given an epidemic model (e.g., renewal process), we can construct a latent state Xt at

time t which consists of the time-varying variables and parameters of the governing equations.

The epidemiological observations C1:T up to the latest observation time T are made during the

observation process of the latent state Xt. The problem of estimating the time-varying parame-

ters can be formulated as a Bayesian inference problem of p(Xt|C1:T) for each time step t. In

contrast to inferring the ‘pseudo’ dynamics (i.e., reformulating into a static/quasi-static prob-

lem), our method directly estimates the ‘real’ dynamics by assimilating information from the

observations for the epidemic model forecast.

As illustrated in Fig 1, the Bayesian data assimilation has two phases: forward filtering and

backward smoothing. The forward filtering uses the up-to-date prior from the state transition

model and the likelihood determined by the latest observation to update the current latent

state, by computing its posterior distribution following Bayes’ rule. For the implementation of

this Bayesian updating process, we adopt a particle filter method [26] to efficiently approxi-

mate the posterior distribution. The backward smoothing works by looking back to refine the

previous state estimation when more observations are accumulated to reduce the uncertainty

of parameter estimation. That is, the estimation of latent state at a time t is smoothed retro-

spectively, given all observations available till time T (T>t). Please refer to the Method section

for more detailed explanations.

2. DARt: A data assimilation system for Rt estimation

To apply the proposed Bayesian data assimilation approach in a real-world problem, we devel-

oped the ‘DARt’ (Data Assimilation for Rt estimation) system for the Rt estimation. The trans-

mission dynamics is described by the governing equations of the renewal process, where Rt is

the key epidemiological parameter driving the number of incident infections jt. We construct

the latent state Xt including the variable jt, the time-varying parameter Rt and the auxiliary
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variable Mt for switching dynamics. Notably, Mt is to indicate the switching dynamics of the

epidemiological parameter: Mt = 0 indicates smooth changes, while Mt = 1 indicates an abrupt

change. As detailed in the Methods section, the dynamics of the latent state Xt can be described

Fig 1. Illustration of the inference of Bayesian data assimilation system for time-varying parameter estimation. The latent state Xt includes the

variables and parameters of an epidemic model to be estimated. The epidemiological observation is denoted as Ct, and is linked to the latent state via

the observation function. For each time step, the estimation of the latent state p(Xt|C1:t) is constantly updated according to ongoing reported

observations using sequential Bayesian updating with forward filtering and backward smoothing. (A) Forward filtering at each time step. The

posterior state estimation p(Xt−1|C1:t−1) estimated from previous step t−1 is transformed as the prior p(Xt|C1:t−1) for the current step t, calculated from

the state transition model as detailed in the Method section. Together with the likelihood p(Ct|Xt) obtained from epidemiological observation at the

current step, the posterior of the current step p(Xt|C1:t) is estimated. At the same time, as shown in (B), backward smoothing is used to compute

fpðXt jC1:TÞg
T
t¼1

, taking account of all the observations C1:T up to the time T by applying a Bayesian smoothing method (see the Methods section for

more informaiton).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g001
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using a hierarchical transition model, where Rt, jt and Mt can be estimated by DARt. Under

the modelling of convolutional observation process, we test the capacity of DARt with different

observation inputs and kernels. The performance of the DARt system is validated and com-

pared to that of the state-of-the-art EpiEstim and EpiNow2 systems through simulations and

real-world applications. The results confirm its power of estimation and adequacy for practical

use. We have made the system available online for broad use in Rt estimation for both research

and policy assessment.

Validation through simulation. Due to the lack of ground-truth Rt in real-world epidem-

ics, we conduct a set of simulation experiments by using synthetic data for validation. Fig 2

illustrates the design of simulation experiments where a synthetic Rt, is adopted as the ground

truth to validate its estimated R̂t. We also estimated Rt using the state-of-the-art Rt estimation

package EpiEstim [31] and EpiNow2 [18] to compare the effectiveness in overcoming the

three aforementioned issues (i.e., lagging, averaging and uncertainty).

Experimental settings. In the simulation experiments, we compare the performance of

DARt with that of two comparative methods: EpiEstim and EpiNow2. These two models are

applied under their default settings with a 7-day smoothing window. When applying EpiEstim,

we adopt the two-step strategy that shifts Ct backwards in time by the median observation

delay (5 days in the simulation). As the current implementation of EpiNow2 (https://github.

com/epiforecasts/EpiNow2) only supports Gamma and Lognormal distribution as time delays,

we set the generation time distribution to be a Gamma distribution with shape and scale equal

to 4.44 and 1.89,respectively (obtained by fitting the Weibull distribution reported by Ferretti

et al. [3] using the Gamma distribution). With the simulated Rt curve and the generation time

distribution, we follow the renewal process to simulate the infected curve jt (initialized to be

1). Then, the observation curve of onset cases �Ct is generated using the incubation time

Fig 2. Validation experiment of the DARt system on simulated data. First, the ground-truth Rt sequence is synthetic using piecewise Gaussian

random walk split by several abrupt change points. The sequence of incident infection jt is simulated based on a renewal process parameterised by

the synthetic Rt. The observation process includes applying a convolution kernel that represents the probabilistic observation delay to obtain the

expected observation �C�

t and adding Gaussian noise that represents the reporting error to obtain the noisy ‘real’ observation Ct. The inputs (in grey)

to the DARt system are the distributions of generation time, observation kernel and simulated noisy observation Ct. The system outputs are the

estimated R̂^
t , estimated ĵ^t and change indicator M̂^

t . These outputs are compared with the synthetic Rt, jt and the time of abrupt changes. Also, the

observation function is applied to the estimated ĵ^t to compute the estimated observation Ĉ^

t with uncertainty, which is compared to the ‘real’

observation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g002
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distribution [3] (i.e., the lognormal distribution with log mean and standard deviation of 1.644

and 0.363 days respectively) as the observation time delay. Similar to the experiments in other

related work [12,13], all comparative models start estimation when the daily observation

exceeds a threshold number, which is set to be 10 in our experiments.

Fig 3A shows the synthetic Rt curve following a piece-wise Gaussian random walk that

mimics the scenario of two successive interventions and one resurgence. To approximate the

early stage of exponential growth, the simulation starts with R0 = 3.2 (i.e. the basic reproduc-

tion number) and follows a Gaussian random walk Rt+1~Gaussian(Rt, (0.05)2). At t = 23, we

set R23 = 1.6 indicating the mitigation outcome of soft interventions. After soft interventions,

the epidemic is still being uncontrolled with the evolution of Rt resuming to the Gaussian ran-

dom walk as above. At t = 33, Rt decreased abruptly to a value under 1, where we set R33 = 0.5

to indicate the suppression effects of intensive interventions (e.g., lockdown). After the epi-

demic is controlled for a while, one outbreak happens at t = 83 with R83 = 3. The evolution of

Rt after this resurgence follows the random walk for a few days.

Fig 3. Simulation results. (A) Synthetic Rt, simulated jt and Ct curves. (B) shows the comparison of the synthetic Rt
(in red) with estimated Rt curves from DARt, EpiEstim and EpiNow2. (C) shows the estimated Mt from DARt to

indicate sharp changes of Rt. (D) shows the simulated jt, jt from DART, and jt from EpiNow2. (E) compares the

distributions of estimated Ct from DARt and EpiNow2 with the simulated Ct curve with 95% CrI. (F) compares the

DARt estimated Rt results with and without smoothing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g003
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To simulate the real-world noisy observations, we added Gaussian noise with zero mean

and standard deviation equal to N times of �Ct. The results presented in the next section are

obtained with N = 1. To further investigate the performance of all comparable models under

different levels of noise, we also show the results when N is chosen from {0,1,2,3} in Fig F in S1

Text. Notably, in the rest of this main manuscript both the generation and incubation time dis-

tributions are truncated and normalised, i.e. values smaller than 0.1 are discarded. Sensitivity

analysis has been done and reported in Fig G in S1 Text showing impacts of different choice of

threshold. Fig H in S1 Text represents the uncertainties resulted from different settings of time

distributions.

Simulation results. All simulation results are presented in Fig 3 and discussed as follows.

• Correctness of Rt estimation: Fig 3B compares the synthetic Rt with the estimated Rt from

DARt, EpiEstim and Epinow2. We can see that Rt from DARt matches the synthetic Rt better

than that from the other comparative methods with relatively less degree of fluctuations and

faster response to abrupt changes. The results demonstrate that the proposed model can mit-

igate the influence of noisy observations and overcome the weakness of averaging. The prob-

abilities of having abrupt changes are captured by Mt as shown in Fig 3C. Even with

observation noise, DARt can still detect abrupt changes.

• Correctness of jt estimation: Fig 3D shows the simulated jt, DARt estimated jt, and Epi-

Now2 estimated jt. We can find that the DARt estimated jt with 95% CrI match well the sim-

ulated jt. In contrast, the estimated jt curve from Epinow2 is over-smoothed such that sharp

changes in the simulated jt cannot be captured by Epinow2. In particular, the peak value of jt
from EpiNow2 deviates greatly from the simulated value.

• Accuracy in recovering observations Ct: Fig 3E compares the distributions of reconstructed

Ct from DARt and that of EpiNow2. We can find that compared with Ct from EpiNow2, Ct

from DARt with 95% CrI can generally match well with the simulated Ct.

• Effectiveness of DARt smoothing: Fig 3F illustrates the effectiveness of backward smooth-

ing by comparing the DARt estimated Rt results with and without smoothing, showing the

expected smoothing effect of estimated Rt with reduced CrI. It is clear that the results from

DARt without smoothing are affected by local fluctuations, which are probably due to obser-

vation noises. With the introduction of smoothing, both the uncertainties and local fluctua-

tions are reduced.

Applicability to real-world data. We applied DARt to estimate Rt in four different

regions during the emerging pandemic. Each region represents a distinct epidemic dynamic,

allowing us to test the effectiveness and robustness of DARt in different scenarios. 1) Wuhan:

When the outbreak of COVID-19 happened in Wuhan, the government responded with very

stringent interventions such as a total lockdown. By studying its Rt evolution, we can check the

capability of DARt in detecting the abrupt changes of Rt. 2) Hong Kong: The daily increase of

reported cases in Hong Kong has been remained at a low level for most of the time with the

maximum daily cases under 200. As no stringent interventions have been introduced in such a

city with high-density population, Hong Kong offers an ideal scenario for studying the change

of Rt under mild interventions. 3) United Kingdom: The daily infection number in the UK

changed significantly this year, varying from 2,000 to 6,000. UK is one of the first countries ini-

tiating mass immunisation campaign; therefore, its instantaneous Rt is a useful metric for

checking the efficacy of vaccination in real world on the way towards ‘herd immunity’. 4) Swe-

den: Sweden is a representative of countries that have less stringent intervention policies; it
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has a clear miss-reporting pattern repeated periodically. This makes Sweden an ideal case to

examine the robustness of DARt with considerable observation noises.

Epidemic dynamics in these four regions. The inference results for Rt and reconstructed

observations for these four regions are shown in Fig 4. For Wuhan, the observation data are

the number of onset cases compiled retrospectively from epidemic surveys, while for Hong

Kong, UK and Sweden, the observation data are the number of reported confirmed cases.

Notably, we use the onset-to-confirmed delay distribution from [33] together with the distri-

bution of incubation time proposed in [3] to approximate the observation delay. As the

ground-truth Rt is not available, we validate the results by checking whether the estimated dis-

tributions of observation match well with the observation curve of Ct. As shown in the top

panel of each subplot in Fig 4, the CrIs of estimated Ct distributions (in blue) match most parts

of the original observations (in yellow), confirming the reliability of our Rt estimation.

Fig 4. Epidemic dynamics in Wuhan (A), Hong Kong (B), United Kingdom (C) and Sweden (D). The top row of

each subplot shows the number of daily observations (in yellow), the estimated daily observations (in blue) and the

estimated daily infections (in green). The middle row compares the DARt Rt estimation (in black) with the EpiEstim

results (in blue) and EpiNow2 (in yellow). The distributions of all estimated Rt are with 95% CrI. The bottom row

shows the probabilities of having abrupted changes (Mt = 1) (in green bars).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g004
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Fig 4A shows the results of testing using Wuhan’s onset data [1]. We observe that there was

a sharp decrease in Wuhan’s Rt after January 21, 2020, which is also illustrated by Mt as the

probability of abrupt changes peaked at this time (in green bars). A strict lockdown interven-

tion has been enforced in Wuhan since January 23, 2020. This sharp decrease in Wuhan’s Rt is

likely to be the result of this intervention. The small offset between the exact lockdown date

and the time of sharp decrease might be due to noisy onset observations and approximated

incubation time distribution. After the lockdown, Rt decreased smoothly, indicating that peo-

ple’s increasing awareness of the disease and the precaution measures taken had made an

impact. Since the beginning of February 2020, the value of Rt remained below 1 for most of the

time with the enforcement of quarantine policy and increases in hospital beds to accept all

diagnosed patients. It is noted that the onset curve has a peak on February 1, 2020, due to a

major correction in the reporting standard. Neither Rt nor jt curve from our model were

severely affected by this fluctuation, highlighting the robustness of our model thanks to the

smoothing mechanism. The results from Wuhan suggest that our switching mechanism can

address the issue of averaging and automatically detect sharp changes in epidemiological

dynamics. The results from DARt are also compared with results from EpiEstim and EpiNow2.

EpiEstim generates results with significant local variations and delays, while EpiNow2 can

derive a smooth Rt curve with no obvious delays. However, the immediate impact of lockdown

cannot be well detected by EpiNow2.

Fig 4B shows the inferred results from Hong Kong that reported confirmed cases [34] dur-

ing the most recent outbreak from November 2020 to March 2021. In Hong Kong, the number

of infections remains low for most of the time and the government has continuously imposed

soft interventions. In the middle of November 2020, a newly imported case has triggered a

new outbreak, resulting in a large Rt value. However, the Rt level returned to be around 1 very

soon as the government has further tightened social distancing measures at that time. From

late January 2021, Hong Kong started to implement mandatory lockdown in the restricted

areas. Since then, the number of daily cases remains at low level. Compared with the results

from EpiEstim and EpiNow2, the results from DARt have similar trend with the others. The

delays in the results of EpiEstim are still significant. We also investigate the performance of

DARt using different types of observations and present the results of Rt estimation using onsets

and confirmed cases in S1 Text.

Fig 4C shows the inference results from the United Kingdom’s reported confirmed cases

[35]. It is noted that the United Kingdom was one of the first countries in the world to autho-

rise the emergency use of COVID-19 vaccines. Since early December 2020, the United King-

dom rolled out its COVID-19 mass vaccination programme. By mid-February 2021, the

United Kingdom had successfully hit its target of 15 million first-dose COVID-19 vaccina-

tions, encompassing the top four priority groups for vaccination. As of April 22, 2021, the UK

had reached its target of 33 million (63% adults) first-dose COVID-19 vaccinations and 11 mil-

lion (21% adults) second-dose. After 3 months since the mass vaccination programme started,

the number of infection cases continuously followed a downward trend. However, since fur-

ther easing of COVID-19 restrictions in mid-May 2021, Rt gradually increased. During Euro

2020 football match (from June 11 to July 11), the Rt value remained above 1. An immediate

decrease in Rt occurred when Euro 2020 was finished and since then Rt remained around 1.

The results from DARt, EpiEstim and EpiNow2 are generally consistent. However, DARt has

accurately detected and responded to the impact of the completion of Euro 2020 in mid-July.

In addition to studying the whole country, we applied DARt to typical cities in England to

investigate the local epidemic dynamics as well (please refer to section 4 of S1 Text).

Fig 4D shows the inferred epidemic dynamics in Sweden from the daily reported data [36].

We find that the daily reported cases in Sweden had shown dramatic local fluctuations that were
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likely to be caused by misreporting. The reported cases dropped to 0 on Saturdays, Sundays and

Mondays. This kind of fluctuations in observations could induce unnecessary fluctuations to Rt
curves. Therefore, we used Sweden’s data to further test the robustness of our scheme in the pres-

ence of undesirable local fluctuations in observations. The results suggested that the influence of

such periodic fluctuations has been smoothed by DARt and EpiNow2 to yield a consistent Rt
curve, where results from EpiEstim have shown significant local fluctuations.

To summarise, DARt has been applied to four different regions for investigating the trans-

mission dynamics of COVID-19 to demonstrate its real-world applicability and effectiveness.

Consistent with the findings in the simulation study, DARt has shown its advantages in the fol-

lowing aspects: 1) Instantaneity—DARt adopts a window-free sequential Bayesian inference

approach to detect and indicate abrupt epidemic changes; 2) Robustness—with Bayesian

smoothing, the Rt curve from DARt is stable at the presence of observation noise; 3) Temporal

accuracy—DARt performs a joint estimation of Rt and jt by explicitly encoding the lag into

observation kernels.

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a Bayesian data assimilation scheme for estimating the time-

varying epidemiological parameters based on observations. To study a real-world application

scenario, we focus on estimating Rt and provide a state-of-the-art Rt estimation tool, DARt,

supporting the study of a wide range of observations. In the DARt system, epidemic states can

therefore be updated using newly observed data, following a data assimilation process in the

framework of sequential Bayesian updating. For the model inference, a particle filtering/

smoothing method is used to approximate the Rt distribution in both forward and backward

directions of time, ensuring the Rt at each time step assimilates information from all time

points. By taking the Bayesian approach, we have processed the uncertainty in Rt estimation by

accommodating observation uncertainty in likelihood mapping and introduced Bayesian

smoothing to incorporate sufficient information from observations. Our method provides a

smooth Rt curve together with its posterior distribution. We have demonstrated that inferred

Rt curves can describe different observations accurately. Our work is not only important in

revealing the epidemical dynamics but also useful in assessing the impact of interventions. The

sequential inference mechanism of Rt estimation takes into account the accuracy of time align-

ment and provides an abrupt change indicator. Different from approaches of directly incorpo-

rating interventions as co-factors into epidemic model [13,37], our method offers a promising

method for intervention assessment.

We have made some approximations to facilitate the implementation. First, the observation

time and generation time distributions are truncated into fixed and identical lengths. Theoreti-

cally, these two distributions can be of any length, while most values are quite small in practice.

In our state transition model, one variable of the latent state is a vectorised form of infection

numbers over a period. The purpose of vectorisation is to facilitate implementation by making

the transition process Markovian. The length of this vector variable is determined by the

length of effective observation time and the generation time distributions. Truncating these

two distributions to a limited length, by discarding small values, would facilitate vectorisation.

Apart from truncation, we have assumed that these two distributions do not change during the

prevalence of disease. However, as we have discussed previously [23], introducing interven-

tions, such as an increased testing capacity, would affect the observation time. The distribution

of generation time would also change as the virus is evolving. It is possible to extend our

model by adding a time-varying observation function. For example, the testing capability and

time-varying mortality rate could also be considered in the observation process.
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Second, we approximate the variance of observation error empirically. Given that variance

of observations is unknown and could change over time across different regions, the standard

deviation of the Gaussian likelihood function is not set to a fixed value in our scheme. Instead,

we estimate the region-specific time-varying observation variance from the observational data.

Although the empirical estimation yielded reasonable results for the four regions and cities in

the UK (see S1 Text), it may generate some implausible results in some scenarios, for example,

when the epidemic is growing or resurging explosively, leading to an overestimation of obser-

vation variance. An adaptive error variance inference should be made to tackle this issue.

The third approximation is implicit in the use of a particle filter to approximate the poste-

rior distributions over model state variables–including Rt–with a limited number of samples

(i.e., particles). Particle filtering makes no assumption about the form of posterior distribu-

tions. On the contrary, the variational equivalent of the particle filter, namely variational filter-

ing [38] provides an analytical approximation to the posterior probability and can be regarded

as limiting solutions to an idealised particle filter, with an infinite number of particles [39].

Considering the importance of both the mean value of Rt and its estimation uncertainty for

advising governments on policymaking, an analytical approximation is desirable to help prop-

erly quantify uncertainty.

Finally, change detection is approximated by the change indicator Mt, which is included as

part of the latent state and inferred during particle filtering. This work opens an avenue to

explore variational Bayesian inference for switching state models [40]. Crucially, variational

procedures enable us to assess model evidence (a.k.a. marginal likelihood) and hence allow

automatic model selection. Examples of Variational Bayes and model comparison to optimise

the parameters and structure of epidemic models can be found in previous studies [41]. These

variational procedures can be effectively applied to change detection.

In conclusion, our work provides a practical scheme for accurate and robust estimation of

time-varying epidemiological parameters. It opens a new avenue to study epidemic dynamics

within the Bayesian data assimilation framework. We provide an open-source Rt estimation

package as well as an associated Web service that may facilitate other people’s research in

computational epidemiology and the practical use for policy development and impact

assessment.

Methods

The proposed Bayesian data assimilation framework for estimating epidemiological parame-

ters include three main components: 1) a state transition model—describing the evolution of

the latent state; 2) an observation function–defining an observation process and describing

the relationship between the latent state and observations; 3) a sequential Bayesian engine:

estimating statistical reason time-varying model parameters with uncertainty by assimilating

prior state information provided by the transition model and the newly available observation.

In this section, we introduce a real-world application of the proposed data assimilation frame-

work to estimate one of the key epidemiological parameters, Rt. The modelling epidemic

dynamics is characterised by the renewal process, which is the foundation of our state transi-

tion model. We then describe the observation function, linking a sequence of infection num-

bers with the observation data. Next, we present a detailed state transition model and propose

the sequential Bayesian update module.

1. Renewal process for modelling epidemic dynamics

Common Rt estimation methods include compartment model-based methods (e.g., SIR and

SEIR [42]) and time-since-infection models based on renewal process [31]. Their relationships
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are discussed in Section 1.1 of S1 Text. Comparative studies have been conducted in [21] to

show that EpiEstim, one of the renewal process-based methods, outperforms other methods in

terms of accuracy and timeliness. Given the renewal process, the key transition equation

derived from the process is:

jt ¼ Rt

XTw

k¼1

wkjt� k ð1Þ

where jt is the number of incident infection cases on day t, Tw is the time span of the set {wk},

and individual wk is the probability that the secondary infection case occurs k days after the

primary infection, describing the distribution of generation time [10]. The profile of wk is

related to the biological characteristics of the virus and is generally assumed to be time-inde-

pendent during the epidemic. Considering the simplicity and superior performance of apply-

ing the renewal process to model epidemic dynamics, our work adopts Eq (1) as the basic

transition function for joint estimation of Rt and jt.

2. Observation process

In epidemiology, the daily infection number jt cannot be measured directly but is reflected in

observations such as the case reports of onset, confirmed infections and deaths. There is an

inevitable time delay between the real date of infection and the date reporting, due to the incu-

bation time, report delay, etc. Taking account of this time delay, we model the observation pro-

cess as a convolution function between kernel φ, and the infection number in TH most recent

days.

Ct ¼
XTH

k¼d

φkjt� k ð2Þ

where Ct is the observation data, and φk is the probability that an individual infected is detected

on day k. TH is the maximum dependency window. It is assumed that the past daily infections

before this window do not affect the current observation Ct. Since there is a delay between

observation and infection, we suppose the most recent infection that can be observed by Ct is

at the time t−d, where d is a constant determined by the distribution of observation delay.

To accommodate various observation types (e.g., the number of daily reported cases, onsets,

deaths and infected cases), DARt will choose the appropriate time delay distributions accord-

ingly. For example, for the input of onsets, the infected-to-onsets time distribution is chosen to

be the kernel in the observation function. For the input of daily reported cases, the infected-to-

onset and the onset-to-report delays are used together as the kernel in the observation func-

tion. These delay distributions can be either directly obtained from literature or inferred from

case reports that contain individual observation delays [3]. Detailed descriptions of the obser-

vation functions for different epidemic curves can be found in S1 Text (Section 1.2).

3. Sequential Bayesian Inference

In Fig 5, we illustrate the Bayesian inference scheme of DARt with the following details.

State transition model. In our model, indirectly observable variables jt and Rt are

included in the latent state. The state transition function for Rt is commonly assumed to follow

a Gaussian random walk [18] or constant within a sliding window as implemented in EpiEs-

tim. Such a simplification cannot capture an abrupt change in Rt under stringent intervention

measures. To capture such abrupt changes, we introduce an auxiliary binary latent variable Mt

to indicate the switching dynamics of the epidemiological parameters under interventions
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without assuming a pre-defined evolution pattern (e.g., constant or exponential decay). Mt = 0

indicates a smooth evolution corresponding to minimal or consistent interventions; Mt = 1

indicates an abrupt change of corresponding to new interventions or outbreak. The smooth

evolution is modelled as a Gaussian random walk while the abrupt change is captured through

resetting the parameter memory by assuming a uniform probability distribution for the next

time step of estimation. Doing so provides an automatic way of framing a new epidemic period

Fig 5. Three components of DARt inference model: state transition model, observation function and sequential Bayesian update module with

two phases (forward filtering and backward smoothing). The latent state that can be observed in Ct are defined as Xt =<Rt�,Jt�,Mt�> where Rt� is the

instantaneous reproduction number, Mt� is a binary state variable indicating different evolution patterns of Rt�, J t� ¼ ½jt� � Tφþ1; jt� � Tφþ2; . . . ; jt� � is a

vectorised form of infection numbers jt, t� indicates the most recent infection that can be detected at time t is from the time t� due to observation delay,

and Tφ is the length of the vector Jt� such that Ct is only relevant to Jt� and jt�+1 only depends on Jt� via the renewal process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g005
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that was manually done in [13]. The transition of Mt is modelled as a discrete Markovian pro-

cess with fixed transition probabilities controlling the sensitivity of change detection:

pðRtjRt� 1;MtÞ �

(
N ðRt� 1; sR

2ÞMt ¼ 0 Mode I

U½0;Rt� 1 þ L�Mt ¼ 1 Mode II
ð3Þ

where N ðRt� 1; sR
2Þ is a Gaussian distribution with the mean value of Rt−1 and variance of σR2,

describing the random walk with the randomness controlled by σR. U[0, Rt−1+Λ] is a uniform

distribution between 0 and Rt−1+Λ allowing sharp decrease while limiting the amount of

increase. This is because we assume that Rt can have a significant decrease when intervention

is introduced but it is unlikely to increase dramatically as the characteristics of the disease

would not change instantly.

The transition of the change indicator Mt, is modelled as a discrete Markovian process with

fixed transition probabilities:

pðMt ¼ 0jMt� 1Þ ¼ pðMt ¼ 0Þ ¼ a ð4AÞ

pðMt ¼ 1jMt� 1Þ ¼ pðMt ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1 � a ð4BÞ

where α is a value close to and lower than 1. The above function means that the value of Mt is

independent of Mt−1, while the probability of Mode II (i.e., Mt = 1) is quite small. This is

because it is unlikely to have frequent abrupt changes in Rt.

For the incident infection jt, the state transition can be modelled based on Eq (1) as

pðjtjjt� 1; . . . ; jt� TwÞ. To make the transition process Markovian, we vectorise the infection num-

bers as follows. Suppose the infection numbers fjt� kg
TH
k¼d that can be observed in Ct are all

included in J t� ¼ ½jt�� Tφþ1; jt�� Tφþ2; . . . ; jt� �, where t� = t−d, and the length of this vector Tφ is

larger than or equal to TH−d+1. We also require Tφ to be not smaller than Tw. Therefore, all

the historical information needed to infer jt� is available from Jt�−1, i.e., Jt� only depends on

Jt�−1 (i.e., being Markovian). The state transition process and observation process are illus-

trated in Fig 6.

The latent state in our model is then defined as Xt =<Rt�,Jt�,Mt�>, which contribute to Ct

at time t. The state transition function of Jt� is therefore Markovian:

pðJ t� jJ t�� 1;Rt� Þ ¼ Poissonðjt� ; Rt�

XTw

k¼1

wkjt�� kÞ
YTφ � 1

m¼1

dðJðmÞt� ; J
ðmþ1Þ

t�� 1 Þ ð5Þ

where JðmÞt� is the m-th component of the latent variable Jt� and δ(x, y) is the Kronecker delta

function (please refer to S1 Text for more details). With Eqs (3)–(5), the latent state transition

function p(Xt|Xt−1) can be obtained as a Markov process:

pðXtjXt� 1Þ ¼ pðJ t� jJ t�� 1;Rt� ÞpðRt� jRt�� 1;Mt� ÞpðMt� jMt�� 1Þ ð6Þ

Forward filtering. We formulate the inference of the latent state Xt =<Rt�,Jt�,Mt�> with

the observations Ct as within a data assimilation framework. A sequential Bayesian filtering

approach is adopted to infer the time-varying latent state, which updates the posterior estima-

tion using the latest observations following Bayes’ rule. This approach differs from the fixed

prior in the Bayesian inference of static parameters. This filtering mechanism computes the

posterior distribution of the latent state by assimilating the forecast from the forward transi-

tion model with the information from the new epidemiological observations. For the
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implementation of this Bayesian updating process, we adopt a particle filter method [26] to

efficiently approximate the posterior distribution through Sequential Monto Carlo (SMC)

sampling. This eschews any fixed-form assumptions for the posterior–of the sort used in varia-

tional filtering and dynamic causal modelling [38].

Let us denote the observation history between time 1 and t as C1:t = [C1, C2,. . .,Ct]. Given

previous estimation p(Xt−1|C1:t−1) and new observation Ct, we would like to update the estima-

tion of Xt, i.e., p(Xt|C1:t) following Bayes’ rule with the assumption that C1:t is conditionally

independent of C1:t−1 given Xt:

p XtjC1:tð Þ ¼
pðCtjXtÞpðXtjC1:t� 1ÞR
pðCtjXtÞpðXtjC1:t� 1ÞdXt

ð7Þ

where p(Xt|C1:t−1) is the prior and p(Ct|Xt) is the likelihood. The prior can be written in the

marginalised format:

pðXtjC1:t� 1Þ ¼

Z

pðXtjXt� 1ÞpðXt� 1jC1:t� 1ÞdXt� 1 ð8Þ

Fig 6. Illustration of the hierarchical transition process and observation process. The most recent infection that can be observed by Ct is at

the time t� = t−d where d is a constant determined by the distribution of observation delay. Suppose Tφ is the length of the vector J t� ¼
½jt� � Tφþ1; jt� � Tφþ2; . . . ; jt� � such that Ct is only relevant to Jt� and jt� only depends on Jt�−1 via the renewal process. Therefore, Tφ�max(Tw, TH−d
+1). The case that Tφ = TH−d+1 is depicted in this figure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009807.g006
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where Xt is assumed to be conditionally independent of C1:t−1 given Xt−1, and the transition p
(Xt|Xt−1) is defined in Eq (6) based on the underlying renewal process. The likelihood p(Ct|Xt)

can be calculated assuming the observation uncertainty follows a Gaussian distribution:

pðCtjXtÞ � N ðHðXtÞ; sC
2Þ ð9Þ

where H is the observation function with a kernel chosen according to the types of observa-

tions and σC2 is the variance of observation error estimated empirically. To show the benefits

of using this Gaussian likelihood function, we show the simulation results of using Poisson

likelihood without considering the observation noise. Results can be found in Fig B in S1 Text,

where the estimations fluctuate dramatically under noisy observation.

By substituting Eq (8) into Eq (7), we obtain the iterative update of p(Xt|C1:t) given the tran-

sition p(Xt|Xt−1) and likelihood p(Ct|Xt):

p XtjC1:tð Þ ¼
pðCtjXtÞ

R
pðXtjXt� 1ÞpðXt� 1jC1:t� 1ÞdXt� 1

∬pðCtjXtÞ
R
pðXtjXt� 1ÞpðXt� 1jC1:t� 1ÞdXt� 1dXt

ð10Þ

Backward smoothing. The estimated result p(Xt|C1:t) from aforementioned forward fil-

tering only includes the past and present information flows, corresponding to the prior p(Xt|

C1:t−1) and likelihood p(Ct|Xt), respectively. The filtering estimates would be accurate if all

related infections are fully observed in C1:t. However, this is certainly not the case due to obser-

vation delay. In order to reduce the uncertainty from forward filtering, we adopt the Bayesian

backward smoothing technique, estimating the latent state at a time t retrospectively, given all

observations available till time T (T>t). Compared with other parameter estimation methods

[13], Bayesian data assimilation takes advantage of additional information to smooth inference

results with reduced uncertainty caused by incomplete observations. More specifically, the

smoothing mechanism can be described as: given a sequence of observations C1:T up to time T
and filtering results p(Xt|C1:t), for all time t<T, the state estimates are smoothed as:

p XtjC1:Tð Þ ¼ p XtjC1:tð Þ

Z

pðXtþ1jXtÞ
pðXtþ1jC1:TÞ

pðXtþ1C1:tÞ
dXtþ1 ð11Þ

where p(Xt+1|C1:T) is the smoothing results at time t+1 where
R
pðXtþ1jXtÞ

pðXtþ1 jC1:T Þ

pðXtþ1 jC1:tÞ
dXtþ1 is the

smoothing factor. In this way, all the relevant observations are fully exploited to enable us to

reduce the uncertainty of parameter estimation. Comparing with the sliding-window (i.e.,

averaging inference) approaches, our sequential Bayesian updating with backward smoothing

mechanism features an instantaneous epidemiological parameter estimation and smoothing

uncertainty through the utilisation of all available observations. More details can be found in

S1 Text.

Data

We obtained daily onset or confirmed cases of four different regions (Wuhan, Hong Kong,

Sweden, UK) from publicly available sources [1,34–36]. For Wuhan, we adopted the daily

number of onset patients from the retrospective study [1] (from the end of December 2020 to

early March 2020). For UK data, we downloaded the daily report cases (cases by date reported)

from the official UK Government website for data and insights on Coronavirus (COVID-19)

[35] (from the start of January 2021 to the end of August 2021) accessed on 30th of August

2021. Data for UK Cities were also downloaded from the same source [35] (from the start of

January 2021 to the start of September 2021) accessed on 2nd of September 2021. For Sweden
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data, we downloaded the daily number of confirmed cases from the Our World in Data

COVID-19 dataset [36] (from the middle of January 2021 to the start of September 2021)

accessed on 2nd of September 2021. For Hong Kong, we downloaded the case reports from

government website [34] (from the end of November 2020 to the end of March 2021), includ-

ing descriptive details of individual confirmed case of COVID-19 infection in Hong Kong. For

those asymptomatic patients whose onset date are unknown, we set their onset date as their

reported date, and for those whose onset date is unclear, we simply removed and neglected

these records. Only local cases and their related cases are considered, while imported cases and

their related cases are excluded.

We release DARt as open-source software for epidemic research and intervention policy

design and monitoring. The source codes of our method and our web service are publicly

available online (https://github.com/Kerr93/DARt).
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Rt curve with 95% CrI (in black), while the probability of having abrupt changes is shown in
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noise has the standard deviation equal to N times of the unperturbed observation. Fig G. The
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tion delay distributions with uncertainties. B) The Rt estimation results of DARt obtained

from the generation time distribution following a Lognormal distribution. Table A. Transition

probabilities of Mt�. Table B. Simulation results using synthetic data in the main manuscript.

ΔRt-mean/ΔJt-mean and ΔRt-sd/ΔJt-sd are the mean and standard deviation of the differences

between synthetic Rt/Jt and estimated Rt/Jt. Since EpiEstim does not estimate Jt, we leave the

corresponding values as NA.
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